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Background: Augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) interventions are used for children with autism, often as stand-alone communication interventions for those who are minimally verbal. Our aim was to synthesize the evidence for AAC interventions for children (up to 21 years), and then consider the role of AAC within established, comprehensive, evidence-based autism interventions targeting learning across multiple developmental domains.

Design: We completed a systematic search of three databases (OVID Medline, PsycINFO, ERIC) as well as forward citation and hand searches to identify systematic reviews of AAC intervention efficacy research including children with autism, published between 2000 and March 2016 in peer-reviewed journals. Data pertaining to the quality indicators of included studies, effect sizes for intervention outcomes, and evidence for effectiveness were extracted for descriptive analysis.

Results: The search yielded 17 systematic reviews. Most provided indicators of research quality for included studies, of which only relatively few provided conclusive results. Communication targets tended to be focused on teaching children to make requests. Still, effect size measures for included studies indicated that AAC was effective to highly effective.

Conclusion: There is growing evidence for the potential benefits of AAC for children with autism, but there is a need for more well-designed studies and broader, targeted outcomes. Furthermore, a lack of evidence for the role of AAC within comprehensive intervention programs may account for a tendency by autism researchers and practitioners to neglect this intervention. Attempts to compare evidence for AAC with other interventions for children with autism, including those in which the use of AAC is delayed or excluded in pursuit of speech-only communication, must take into account the needs of children with the most significant learning needs. These children pose the greatest challenges to achieving large and consistent intervention effects, yet stand to gain the most from AAC interventions.
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The role of augmentative and alternative communication for children with autism: current status and future trends

Over recent decades there has been increasing research that has provided empirical support for the use of augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) by children with autism. These children demonstrate pervasive deficits in social communication as well as repetitive and restricted behaviors.¹ AAC encompasses various modalities that can replace or augment a person’s speech and other existing communication skills.
These modalities are either unaided, usually in the form of manual signs, or aided, with systems including graphic symbols displayed on communication boards and in books, or devices relying on technology, such as speech generating devices (SGD), including mobile technologies. About 30% of children with autism who fail to develop speech skills sufficient for daily communication functions and have the most severe disability stand to benefit most from AAC. These children are at particular risk of developing problem behaviors, limited academic learning, lack of job prospects, poor social networks, and mental health problems as they move from childhood to adulthood.

Aided AAC, in particular, would seem well suited to individuals with autism because it has been argued that they process visual information more easily than auditory information. Despite the growth of research influencing clinical applications, evidence for AAC as an autism intervention has been identified as emerging only, rather than established by the National Autism Centre (NAC) in the US. Emerging interventions are those found by a panel of expert reviewers to be supported by some, but without sufficient high-quality studies indicating their benefits for individuals with autism. This category contrasts with established interventions for which the NAC panel found sufficient high quality, quantity, and consistency of research evidence of treatment effects. Of interest was the separate consideration of manual signs (also rated as emerging) and visual schedules (established), both of which are considered forms of AAC within the field, and these were reported by Wendt and Mirenda and Brown, respectively. Further, there are indications from the autism field that AAC has been viewed as having only a limited role (eg, incorporated only after speech-alone instruction has failed to produce an adequate intervention response, as in the Early Start Denver Model), or no role (eg, Pivotal Response Training) in some comprehensive intervention programs. A failure to consider the benefits of AAC early in a child’s comprehensive intervention program is at odds with decades of work from within the AAC field. The aim of this work has been to ensure that children with significant communication impairment are provided with communication support as early as possible.

Any attempt to evaluate the role of AAC for children with autism and identify future avenues for its efficacious application requires consideration of research from across both AAC and autism fields. Within each field, research accumulated over the last 40 years has led to an increasing number of systematic reviews in an attempt to synthesize and evaluate the quality of research addressing specific topics. In AAC, such synthesis began around 1999, in an effort to apply evidence-based principles from medicine. Early reviews by Schlosser and Lee indicated gaps in research quality, particularly in failures to demonstrate generalization and maintenance or social validity (ie, the practicality of interventions and the social importance of outcomes). Since then, a number of systematic reviews have been conducted with a specific focus on AAC and autism (eg, Ganz). In autism, similarly, systematic reviews have provided a means to synthesize and evaluate the quality of a large body of intervention research (eg, Howlin et al), but perhaps none has been as comprehensive as that completed over a number of years by the expert panel of the NAC.

**Aim**

Our aim was to summarize the systematic reviews in AAC of relevance to children with autism to provide a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art in this area. Along with this, our further aim was to consider the role of AAC within the context of established interventions identified by the NAC. In particular, we sought to consider existing and potential points of convergence so as to move both fields forward in addressing the problems with social communication and behavior that impede academic learning by and social inclusion of children with autism.

**Method**

**Identifying the reviews**

We adopted a combined approach to locate published reviews addressing AAC in children with autism, beginning with systematic searches of the databases OVID Medline, PsycINFO, and ERIC, and then conducting forward citation and hand searches of reference lists. Database search terms were autism or autism spectrum disorders or ASD; AAC or augmentative communication or alternative, or augmentative communication or alternative communication, and limits were from 2000 (coinciding with the earliest systematic reviews in AAC) to March 2016, review articles, and papers published in English. After the removal of duplicates, a title and abstract review was conducted, deleting dissertations and book chapters, and other non-peer-reviewed journal publications, and reviews relating to facilitated communication, given that it has been evaluated as a non-evidence-based strategy. Forward citations of early reviews (n=5) yielded two additional reviews, and hand searches of reference lists of later reviews (n=13) yielded eleven more. Following title and abstract reviews of retrieved papers, full-text papers were retrieved for 37 articles. The search and selection process are detailed in Figure 1.

Two of the authors then independently evaluated the retrieved full text articles against the following inclusion...
criteria: (1) a systematic search was conducted; (2) the review included one or more effect size metrics, with results reported in either aggregate form or for each included study, and/or a quality appraisal was conducted of included studies; (3) studies were of children with autism (up to 21 years, in line with the NAC); or if other participant groups or older individuals were included, results for children with autism could be extracted; and (4) all included studies addressed some aspect of the efficacy of AAC as an intervention or part of an intervention.

Results

Articles included and data extraction

Seventeen systematic reviews were included (with 100% agreement between authors). The aims, type of systematic review and effect size metric (if used), publication period of included studies, inclusion criteria, quality indicator or appraisal method, and key findings were extracted. This information is presented in Table 1, with studies organized according to key themes relating to review aims. These themes were (1) overall effectiveness of various types of AAC and comparison of effectiveness across variables (n=5); (2) evaluation of the AAC instructional package, Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) (n=5); (3) effects on speech (n=2); (4) use of high technology, including SGD and newer mobile technologies of iPods, iPads (n=4); and (5) partner instruction (n=1).

Quality indicators

Most included reviews applied some measure of quality through appraisals that varied in detail; these are summarized in Table 2. These appraisals provided an evaluation of the rigor of studies, thereby indicating the confidence with which outcomes could be attributed to the AAC intervention being investigated. Across the reviews, most studies were of experimental single case designs (ESCD), and in fact, seven reviews had this design as an inclusion criterion. Strategies to address the certainty of the evidence varied. In some reviews, only studies in which experimental control was demonstrated were included, thereby focusing on internal validity, such as through the type of design used. In other reviews, studies were categorized according to the extent to which evidence was conclusive. More detailed appraisals, such as those based on indicators of quality of ESCD or group studies addressing internal validity and aspects of external validity, with indicators taken from Horner et al including social validity. In five studies, certainty of evidence was not addressed directly or specific design features, such as inclusion of treatment fidelity measures or broader indicators, were simply noted.

Information from reviews that did include some form of critical appraisal suggests that only few studies provided conclusive results, with more providing evidence described as preponderant in one coding scheme: that is, based on studies with only minor flaws (Table 2). In some reviews, however, a large proportion of studies were evaluated as providing inconclusive results (eg, Schlosser and Kou).

Measures of effect size

There was debate evident across reviews about the most appropriate means to measure effect size for ESCD. Ganz et al, for example, argued that the Improvement Rate Difference index had advantages over the frequently used Percentage of Nonoverlapping Data points, including that it
Aims (review period)
• Meta-analysis of eSCD studies
• 28 studies; 15 of only autism; three with autism and other disability groups
• iRD across diagnostic groups: autism
• 24 studies; 64% of children
• 35 studies
• Effect size indicator
• Using 84% CI for iRD: overall effects
Key findings
• Conclusive evidence: Phase i–ii PeCS; PeCS
• Preponderant evidence: PECS/PIC vs SGD: PECS/PIC more effective and efficient (n = 6/10 compared PeCS to other AAC
• Conclusive evidence: PeCS/other picture system and SGD equal effectiveness for stages i & ii PeCS; PeCS/CB, CB, and academic skills
• 6/10 compared PeCS to other AAC
• Conclusive evidence: Phase I–II PeCS, PeCS + prompting + video modeling; function-preferred mands in Phases I, II acquired more rapidly than non-function-preferred mands
• Preponderant evidence: PeCS + Braille more effective than PeCS only for child with visual impairment; pictures and photographs equal; 3/4 children more likely to use picture exchange for items with establishing operations; speech output, speech output with print, and print only effective for teaching spelling; function based more effective than non-function-based mands for setting generalization
• All other comparisons were suggestive or inconclusive
• 28 studies; 15 of only autism; three with autism and other disability groups
• Conclusive evidence: PeCS/other picture system and SGD equal effectiveness for stages I & II PeCS; pictures and microswitch equal, pictures preferred; speech + sign more effective than speech only, results in maintenance and generalization
• Preponderant evidence: PeCS/PIC vs SGD: PeCS/PIC more effective and efficient (n = 3) or no difference (n = 5) to SGD; preference for SGD (n = 2), for PeCS/PIC (n = 1); both microswitch and PIC reduced CB, preference for microswitch (n = 1); PeCS/PIC vs sign: both effective (n = 7), PeCS more efficient (n = 7); more vocalizations with sign (n = 3); SGD, PIC, microswitch: equal (n = 2), SGD, PIC more effective (n = 2), SGD preferred (n = 1), sign harder to maintain (n = 1); SGD, PIC, sign equal in effectiveness, sign less efficient (n = 3), preference for SGD (n = 1), SGD better maintained (n = 3); PIC more effective than speech (n = 1); speech, sign, echoic model most efficient combined, result in maintenance and generalization (n = 2)
• All other comparisons were suggestive or inconclusive
• 35 studies
• iRD across settings: home (n = 1) = 0.70; general education (n = 5) = 0.84; special education (n = 7) = 0.71; therapy room (n = 5) = 0.66
• iRD across AAC type/outcomes: PeCS/communication (n = 15) = 0.73; SGD/communication (n = 8) = 0.71; PICs/communication (n = 7) = 0.58; PeCS/CB (n = 2) = 0.83; PeCS/social skills (n = 2) = 0.77; SGD/academic skills (n = 2) = 0.66; SGD/CB (n = 2) = 0.83

Table 1: Summaries of included reviews
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Aims (review period)</th>
<th>Effect size indicator</th>
<th>Key findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ganz et al&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Meta-analysis of eSCD for effects of AAC on communication, social skills, and CB, and differences across age and autism diagnostic categories (1980–2008)</td>
<td>IRD</td>
<td>• 24 studies&lt;br&gt;• Aided AAC: PeCS, SGD, PIC; key outcomes included requesting (n = 13), social communication (n = 4), CB (n = 4), vocalizations or speech (n = 5), spelling (n = 2), and word comprehension and production (n = 1)&lt;br&gt;• iRD across diagnostic groups: autism = 0.83; autism + DD = 0.70; autism + multiple comorbidities = 0.53&lt;br&gt;• iRD across age groups: preschool = 0.86; elementary = 0.70; secondary = 0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganz et al&lt;sup&gt;20&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Meta-analysis of eSCD studies of individuals with autism for effects of AAC on communication, social skills, CB, and academic skills (1980–2008)</td>
<td>IRD</td>
<td>• 24 studies; 64% of children&lt;br&gt;• Aided AAC: PeCS, SGD; key outcomes included requests (n = 13), social communication (n = 4), CB (n = 4), vocalizations or speech (n = 5), spelling (n = 2), use of SGD (n = 2)&lt;br&gt;• Using 84% CI for iRD: overall effects = 0.99; communication = 0.99; social skills = 0.90; CB = 0.80; academic skills = 0.79&lt;br&gt;• PeCS and SGD = 0.99; PICs = 0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gevarter et al&lt;sup&gt;21&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Systematic review of eSCD and group studies of individuals with developmental disabilities for AAC intervention component comparisons (2004–2012)</td>
<td>ESCD: meeting or approaching mastery criterion; group studies – statistical significance</td>
<td>• 14 studies; seven of only autism; three with at least 50% autism&lt;br&gt;• 6/10 compared PeCS to other AAC&lt;br&gt;• Conclusive evidence: Phase I–II PeCS, PeCS + prompting + video modeling; function-preferred mands in Phases I, II acquired more rapidly than non-function-preferred mands&lt;br&gt;• Preponderant evidence: PeCS + Braille more effective than PeCS only for child with visual impairment; pictures and photographs equal; 3/4 children more likely to use picture exchange for items with establishing operations; speech output, speech output with print, and print only effective for teaching spelling; function based more effective than non-function-based mands for setting generalization&lt;br&gt;• All other comparisons were suggestive or inconclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gevarter et al&lt;sup&gt;22&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Systematic review of eSCD studies of individuals with developmental disabilities for comparisons of AAC modalities and outcomes (2004–2012)</td>
<td>Meeting or approaching mastery criterion</td>
<td>• 28 studies; 15 of only autism; three with autism and other disability groups&lt;br&gt;• Conclusive evidence: PeCS/other picture system and SGD equal effectiveness for stages I &amp; II PeCS; pictures and microswitch equal, pictures preferred; speech + sign more effective than speech only, results in maintenance and generalization&lt;br&gt;• Preponderant evidence: PeCS/PIC vs SGD: PeCS/PIC more effective and efficient (n = 3) or no difference (n = 5) to SGD; preference for SGD (n = 2), for PeCS/PIC (n = 1); both microswitch and PIC reduced CB, preference for microswitch (n = 1); PeCS/PIC vs sign: both effective (n = 7), PeCS more efficient (n = 7); more vocalizations with sign (n = 3); SGD, PIC, microswitch: equal (n = 2), SGD, PIC more effective (n = 2), SGD preferred (n = 1), sign harder to maintain (n = 1); SGD, PIC, sign equal in effectiveness, sign less efficient (n = 3), preference for SGD (n = 1), SGD better maintained (n = 3); PIC more effective than speech (n = 1); speech, sign, echoic model most efficient combined, result in maintenance and generalization (n = 2)&lt;br&gt;• All other comparisons were suggestive or inconclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganz et al&lt;sup&gt;23&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Meta-analysis of eSCD studies of individuals with autism for effectiveness of aided AAC to be moderated by research setting, type of AAC, and outcome variables (1980–2011)</td>
<td>IRD</td>
<td>• 35 studies&lt;br&gt;• iRD across settings: home (n = 1) = 0.70; general education (n = 5) = 0.84; special education (n = 7) = 0.71; therapy room (n = 5) = 0.66&lt;br&gt;• iRD across AAC type/outcomes: PeCS/communication (n = 15) = 0.73; SGD/communication (n = 8) = 0.71; PICs/communication (n = 7) = 0.58; PeCS/CB (n = 2) = 0.83; PeCS/social skills (n = 2) = 0.77; SGD/academic skills (n = 2) = 0.66; SGD/CB (n = 2) = 0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Note(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preston and Carter (1992–2007)</td>
<td>Systematic review of ESCD and group studies of individuals with autism for efficacy of PECS</td>
<td>ESCD: PND &amp; PEM RCT: Cohen’s d</td>
<td>- 27 studies; 24 of children only - ESCD (n=14): PND/PEM calculated for 9, overall PND range =55.6–100 (mean =78.5), picture exchange 68.7–100 (mean =90.0); overall PEM range =72.3–100; picture exchange 87.7–100 (mean =94.3) - RCT (n=1): d=0.63 for speech frequency, 0.50 for different words used - Other group studies (n=9): significant increases in communication behaviors - Maintenance data in five studies; three with positive findings - Generalization data in 15 studies, most with positive findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flippin et al (1994–2009)</td>
<td>Systematic review of ESCD and group studies of children with autism for efficacy of PECS in terms of communication and speech outcomes</td>
<td>ESCD: ITSACORR software, PND Group studies: inferential statistics</td>
<td>- Six studies taught to Stage III, two to Stage IV, two to Stage VII, one not reported - ESCD (n=8): communication outcomes (n=7), ITSACORR range =0.16–1.04 (mean =0.51, 95% CI [0.04–0.67]) indicating significant impact; PND range =64.4%–100% (mean =84.26%), indicating fairly effective (ES could not be determined n=2); speech outcomes (n=6), ES range =−1.45 to 0.26 (mean =0.17, 95% CI [−0.01 to 0.36]), PND range =6.5%–100% (mean =44.7%) indicating questionable effectiveness (ES not determined n=4) - Group studies (n=3): communication outcomes (n=3), ES 0.95, 0.65 suggesting strong and moderate, but inadequate quality (not determined n=1); speech outcomes (n=2), ES 0.05, 0.57 (negligible) - General lack of maintenance and generalization data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart and Banda (1994–2007)</td>
<td>Systematic review of ESCD of individuals with autism or other developmental disabilities for efficacy of PECS: communication, speech, CB, generalization, and social validity</td>
<td>PND</td>
<td>- 13 studies, 10 of children with autism - PECS Phases taught: I in six studies, II in five, III in five, IV in two, III in three, VI in two - Mands taught to 90% of children with autism - PECS compared to SGD (n=1) and sign (n=2), autism only - Communication outcomes: PND range =40%–100% (mean =83.8%, effective) - Reductions in CB (four children) PND range =53%–97% (mean =78.5, effective) - 16 studies; 14 of children with autism - Phases I–IV; PND mean =74.4 (SD =28.8) - Across all studies: PND preschool children =80.5, school age =71.3, adults =89.7; highest level mastered was Phase I for three participants, II for 6, III for 20, IV for 8; relationships between PND and diagnosis, sex, age, highest phase achieved, setting taught not significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tincani and Devis (1994–2009)</td>
<td>Systematic review of ESCD studies of individuals with autism or other developmental disabilities for efficacy of PECS: establishing functional communication and potential for interactions among learner and other variables</td>
<td>PND</td>
<td>- 13 studies - 94 separate effect sizes, IRD range =0.49–0.62 (mean =0.56) - Targeted: mean IRD =0.65 (0.59–0.73) - Non-targeted – mean IRD =0.61 (CB), 0.73 (socialization), 0.37 (speech) - IRD across age groups for targeted/non-targeted: preschool =0.79/0.48; elementary =0.60/0.44; secondary =0.49/0.32 - IRD across disability groups for targeted/non-targeted: autism =0.69/0.43; autism + DD =0.59/0.64; autism + multiple disabilities =0.44/none - IRD across PECS phases for targeted/non-targeted: three phases =0.65/0.78; four phases =0.33/0.33; six phases =0.84/0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Aims (review period)

- Children learned from one to eight requests (mostly for preferred food or toys)
- Outcome to increase communication functions (mostly requests): seven conclusive, two inconclusive
- Outcome to compare SGD to other AAC: four conclusive
- Outcome to reduce CB: three conclusive
- Outcome as use of device: one conclusive, two inconclusive
- Other outcome: three conclusive, one inconclusive

14 studies included ABA teaching strategies; one used enhanced milieu teaching and one naturalistic

15 were eSCD (mostly MBL)

16 studies

iPod® or iPad® (n=5); PECS (n=7) manual signing (n=3) mostly as comparison modalities; others

used dedicated SGDs; the key outcome was requests (n=15) or requests and other communicative behaviors (n=1)

15 were eSCD (mostly MBL)

14 studies included ABA teaching strategies; one used enhanced milieu teaching and one naturalistic intervention

Learning children from one to eight requests (mostly for preferred food or toys)

17 studies; 12 of only children with autism, two studies mostly autism

Effectiveness of SGD to teach requests (n=12 studies), labeling (n=1), other functions (n=1)

More requests using SGD for 2/3 children with autism (n=1)

Comparisons across modalities, better for SGD (n=9 children), better for PIC or sign (n=4); preference for SGD (n=17) and for PIC (n=1)

47 studies

Effects of SGD as part of a treatment package (n=26): requesting (n=4), PND range =43–100

(mean =0.79, fairly effective; reduction in CB (n=2), PND =0–100 (mean =0.69, fair effectiveness); speech production PND =0 (2 eSCD), ES =0.21–0.62 (1 RCT, small to medium)

SGD vs other AAC (n=16): one at least preponderant, PND for SGD =100, for comparison AAC range =25–60

SGD with and without speech (n=5) three preponderant, PND for spelling or requesting using speech =31–100 (mean =71), fairly effective; increasing child's speech, ineffective

23 studies, 31% of 67 participants with autism

Six studies demonstrated experimental control: four children with autism, aged 3–12 (mean =6), two studies; PND for speech =21 for sign range =33–73 (mean =58) for aided (no speech output)

11 studies

ESCD (n=9): PND range =0–100 across speech outcomes, 4/21 fairly or highly effective; 17/21 ineffective; PND range =0–100 for AAC outcomes, 12/18 fairly or highly effective, four questionable or ineffective, two not reported

Group (n=2): speech outcomes no differences across three sign and one speech only condition (n=1); PECS resulted in significantly more nonimitative speech than a non-AAC condition (n=1)
Effectiveness of AAC

Even taking into consideration concerns about study quality, the evidence presented across reviews, as summarized in Table 1, indicates that, overall, AAC has been found to be effective to highly effective for children with autism according to the metrics applied (Table 2). The reviews included the evidence presented across studies, as well as a means for evaluating differential effects across variables, which have been allowed confidence intervals to be determined. Regardless of the index used, effect sizes enabled the aggregation of outcomes across studies, as well as a means for evaluating differential effects across variables, which have been reported in Table 1.

Abbreviations: CB, challenging behaviors; Dv, dependent variable; eSCD, experimental single case designs; IRD, improvement rate difference; IV, independent variable; MBL, multiple baseline; PeCS, picture exchange communication system; PiC, picture-based communication other than PeCS; PM, percentage of data points exceeding the baseline mean; PND, percentage of nonoverlapping data; PZD, percentage of zero data; SGD, speech generating devices; RCT, randomized controlled trial; CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation.
to highly effective in teaching children to request preferred items.\textsuperscript{24–27} In stages IV and V of PECS, the use of requests in multiword utterances is targeted, with other communicative functions not introduced until the final stage VI.\textsuperscript{25} Ganz et al\textsuperscript{28} found large effects for the only two included studies in their review in which all stages were taught, but improvement rate differences ranged from 0.15 to 0.94, indicating some effects were questionable (Table 2).

AAC has also been found effective for reducing challenging behaviors.\textsuperscript{20,21,26,28,29,32,36} Interventions reported in Table 1 were of functional communication training, in which AAC was taught as a replacement behavior.\textsuperscript{1} In addition, reduction in challenging behavior has been examined as a nontargeted, but rather collateral outcome, again with the rationale that AAC would provide a functional behavior as a replacement (eg, Ganz et al\textsuperscript{28}).

Table 2 Effect size and quality indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effects sizes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PND\textsuperscript{41}</td>
<td>Percentage of nonoverlapping data – percentage of data points that are above the highest baseline data point</td>
<td>Highly effective = 91%–100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEM\textsuperscript{40}</td>
<td>Percentage of treatment data points that are above the median baseline data point</td>
<td>Effective = 71%–90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PZD</td>
<td>The first data point in the treatment that equals 0 and calculating the percentage of data points in treatment that stay at 0 from then on (used when the aim is to reduce a behavior)</td>
<td>Questionable = 51%–70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRD</td>
<td>IRD – the improvement rate of the baseline phase is subtracted from the improvement rate of the treatment phase</td>
<td>Ineffective = &lt;51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITSACORR</td>
<td>Software program providing an F statistic and tests of changes in intercept and in slope for ESCD data, calculated as Glass’s delta\textsuperscript{41}</td>
<td>Highly effective = 91%–100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen’s $d$</td>
<td>Used for inferential statistics applied to group designs</td>
<td>Moderately effective = 70%–89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality indicators</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicators of rigor of ESCD based on Horner et al\textsuperscript{27}</td>
<td>Indicators for core elements of participant and setting descriptions, dependent and independent variables, baseline, experimental control/standard validity, external validity, and social validity</td>
<td>Ineffective = &lt;50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicators of rigor for experimental and quasi-experimental group studies based on Gersten et al\textsuperscript{28}</td>
<td>Indicators for core elements of underlying study rationale, participants/sampling, intervention descriptions and fidelity, outcome measures, data analysis</td>
<td>Strong = 90%–90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainty of evidence (four groups)</td>
<td>Features of the study are examined in terms of design, IOA, and treatment integrity</td>
<td>Adequate = 75%–90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainty of evidence (dichotomous)</td>
<td>Quality of the study is considered to determine if experimental control has been demonstrated</td>
<td>Inadequate = &lt;75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \textsuperscript{4} Indicates these categories used only by Flippin et al;\textsuperscript{20} others applied the indicators more descriptively.

Abbreviations: PND, percentage of nonoverlapping data; PEM, percentage of data points exceeding the baseline mean; PZD, percentage of zero data; IRD, improvement rate difference; IOA, inter-observer agreement; ESCD, experimental single case designs; MBL, multiple baseline.
In many reviews, speech as an outcome, but usually not as a primary target of intervention, was examined. Results point mostly to negligible or small effects. The two reviews focused on speech outcomes were motivated by a concern often expressed in AAC literature about the potential for AAC to impede speech development, as well as a desire to investigate the potential for speech to be enhanced. These reviews indicate variable outcomes, with Schlosser and Wendt finding that, for individuals with autism, although modest gains in speech could not be attributable directly to AAC intervention, there was no evidence of loss of speech skills.

**Discussion**

**Reconciling evidence from the fields of AAC and autism**

The finding of the NAC that AAC is an emerging area, only, appears at odds with the findings from the 17 reviews presented here, even considering differences in publication periods captured: the most recent reviews in Table 1 included studies published in 2014; the NAC reviews were completed for two time periods, the first ending 2007, and the second covering 2007–2012. The main difference appears to be that studies that incorporated AAC as a component or primary part of the intervention were not grouped together as AAC interventions, but rather according to the categories of AAC devices (ie, low- and high-tech aids, including SGD, with 14 studies published from 1983 to 2007 included), and PECS (ie, this was treated separately from other aided AAC, with 13 studies published from 1994 to 2007 included), and sign instruction (with 11 studies published from 1976 to 2004 included). These were all judged to be emerging interventions in the first report, with further research reviewed for the second report failing to result in changing the classification for any of these forms of AAC to established interventions.

In the current review, the number of studies judged as lacking rigor or to be of overall poor quality is perhaps further evidence of the emerging status of AAC. On the other hand, closer inspection of studies that contributed to classifying some interventions as established in the first NAC report reveal some included the use of AAC as part of intervention protocols. In studies of functional communication training, a type of behavioral package (established), for example, were the use of signs and picture systems, and high-tech devices as replacements for problem (challenging) behaviors. Schedules, also an established intervention, are the use of task lists, often in the form of pictures (ie, AAC), to support comprehension and learning within structured activities (eg, Dettmer et al). Finally, studies incorporating AAC were also considered by the NAC in determining that naturalistic teaching strategies were established.

Regardless of the form of AAC used, interventions are multicomponent, with effective implementation requiring considerations beyond the actual modality or system used. Hence, although there have been many attempts to compare across types of AAC, the system used is part of an intervention only. Pictures used in PECS, for example, comprise one component of a comprehensive instructional package that draws on applied behavior analysis (ABA), which has a strong research base, implemented in a natural context. Lorah et al argued that intervention needs to address both learning how to use these AAC systems, including the newer technologies of iPods and iPads, as well as how to communicate effectively and efficiently with them. van der Meer and Rispoli suggested that, in addition to behavioral approaches, greater use of naturalistic strategies that take advantage of incidental teaching moments, environmental arrangement, and following the child’s lead might help extend communication to a range of functions beyond requests, including joint attention and social interactions.

A concern expressed both in the AAC and the autism literature has been the reliance on interventionists highly skilled in the teaching approaches used, resulting in potential problems in translating evidence into real-world settings. Tincani and Devis, for example, suggested that improvements gained through teaching PECS may fail to maintain or generalize to new communication partners and settings once highly skilled researchers, who implement many and complex teaching strategies, have completed their research. Only one review focused on training people in a child’s social environment to support the use of AAC, which indicated varying levels of success across studies. Some studies did show strong effects, with perhaps greater potential for maintenance than when outcomes rely solely on highly skilled intervention agents, usually researchers. Within the autism literature, there is an emerging focus on training parents to implement evidence-based interventions, such as those based on ABA, or a combination of ABA and naturalistic teaching strategies. Furthermore, incorporating AAC into an approach combining established interventions and delivered by parents has been shown to be effective in improving the communication skills of young children with autism. However, as in the AAC literature, a recent autism evidence update indicated that more research is needed to determine if approaches considered established or emerging...
by the NAC\(^6,7\) prove to be as effective when parents are trained to deliver them.

**Clinical implications**

A goal of the NAC was to provide families, teachers, and other professionals supporting children with autism clear guidance for selecting evidence-based interventions.\(^6,7\) This task appears challenging in light of the large and diverse evidence bases in AAC and autism, with studies of variable quality, in addition to differences in the role assigned to various forms of AAC across the fields. In addition, the heterogeneity evident across children with autism further complicates attempts to take an evidence-based approach to intervention.

It has been suggested that there is now sufficient evidence that early and intensive intervention can ameliorate skill deficits and, thereby, ensure that children with autism will enjoy academic success.\(^8\) In particular, in the last few years there has been an increase in randomized controlled trials (RCTs), considered to provide more robust evidence for both treatment effects and their potential to generalize to the population from which samples have been drawn, than can be provided using ESCD.\(^9\) A review of this more recent research by Smith and Iadarola\(^10\) provides further support for the findings by the NAC in terms of interventions considered established, emerging, or questionable.\(^6,7\) The extent to which this research base, as well as that for AAC, as reviewed here, can inform intervention in real-world settings would seem to be complicated by limitations of even robust research designs.

A problem with RCTs is the need to obtain homogeneous samples, a challenge that has seen the proliferation of ESCD in both AAC\(^1\) and autism research. The results of group studies suggest that individual differences across participants may be lost in group means, although measures of variance or the reporting of individual data can reveal that some children may fail to benefit from interventions found effective for others.\(^12\) Parents and practitioners would benefit from the reporting of subgroup analyses of intervention outcomes so that treatment effects for children with the most complex communication needs can be evaluated. As a result of the extent and complexity of their social, communication, and behavioral needs, these children face challenges in achieving the rapid and consistent progress that may be attainable only by children with lesser difficulties. More detailed reporting of individual variations in intervention performance might avoid masking poor results for children with severe disability. Such reporting would provide better indicators of the quality, quantity, and consistency of evidence for intervention effects. Individual patterns of learning are readily discernible in ESCD, an alternative to RCTs, and therefore make comparison with a child for whom a practitioner may be considering the intervention an easier task. Further, Smith and Iadarola\(^10\) noted that child variables, including preintervention IQ, age, functional language, and play, as well as intervention variables, such as treatment intensity or whether pure or eclectic approaches are used, may influence outcomes. It is these potential influences that have relevance in implementing the findings from research reviews to practice.

In light of these complex issues, families and practitioners may do well to adopt an eclectic approach. Use of AAC may prove useful when extended beyond the fairly focused aim of teaching basic communication skills, particularly requests.\(^1,2,9\) Promises that AAC can support ongoing language development\(^13\) have yet to be demonstrated convincingly for children with autism, but may be more likely if integrated into comprehensive interventions that combine evidence-based approaches, such as those using ABA and naturalistic teaching strategies in everyday contexts, as in Pivot Response Training\(^14\) and the ESDM.\(^10\) Developers of the ESDM, in suggesting that AAC be considered only when a child has failed to demonstrate progress in spoken language,\(^15\) may see AAC as a last-resort intervention. This approach could increase the potential for learned helplessness, challenging behavior, and missed learning opportunities. Rather, incorporating AAC into early interventions might avoid or reduce these problems.

In particular, the use of visual supports, and other forms of AAC within a child’s learning environments, has been suggested as good practice.\(^16\) Even children who demonstrate increasing spoken language skills stand to benefit from the additional supports that could assist with comprehension and extending language skills. For those who may not make use of visual stimuli for learning,\(^17\) providing AAC within child-led naturalistic teaching situations is unlikely to impede learning, including of speech.\(^33,34\)

The underlying tenets of AAC research are that communication is multimodal and that individuals differ in terms of those modalities that may best suit their learning needs and preferences.\(^12\) The reliance on aided AAC has resulted in few studies including sign as a component of instruction or as a communication modality. Sign models provided within naturalistic teaching could play a valuable role for children with autism, including extending vocabulary across situations.\(^31\) Systematic reviews have tended to include only very early manual sign studies\(^18\) or those in which signs have been compared to aided systems (Table 1). Although some studies have demonstrated better outcomes using aided AAC, Gevarter et al\(^22\) found that (1) signs combined with
speech were more effective than speech alone in increasing communication; (2) signs were more likely to result in maintenance and generalization; and (3) in comparison to PECS, signs were as effective, while being associated with more vocalizations. Such findings demonstrate the value of considering individual differences, both in terms of exploring the evidence base, and making various AAC modalities available. The provision of models using both signs and symbols on aids, for example, could maximize the potential to meet individual child learning needs and preferences. Furthermore, although it has been suggested that reduced fine motor, gesture, and imitation skills in children with autism may, to some extent, preclude the use of signing, manual sign instruction may in fact provide a highly salient and ecologically valid communication context in which to target these skills.

Future directions
In light of the potential for individual differences across children with autism to influence the success of both established and emerging interventions, research that provides details of participant characteristics would seem a priority. Of the reviews included here, most provided details of children’s age and diagnosis, but only two addressed communication skills of children at the start of intervention. Schlosser and Wendt included only studies in which participants lacked functional speech, but no information was provided about comprehension ability. In studies included by Hart and Banda, children with autism were described as having limited expressive language, limited speech, being nonverbal, using only 1–2 word phrases, using a few signs, or demonstrating some vocal imitation prior to intervention. Such varied descriptions fail to provide information about possible outcome predictors for children whose communication profiles vary dramatically in terms of underlying linguistic ability and social communication.

The potential for AAC to support ongoing language development is reliant on moving children beyond simple requests. The extent of research into the effectiveness of AAC in increasing requests in children with autism seems to warrant a meta-analysis. While such a review may further understanding of the most effective and efficient strategies to enhance communication for behavior regulation, there appears to be a greater need to evaluate eclectic teaching strategies in real-world environments that incorporate AAC as a means of addressing deficits in social-communication. Research into comprehensive and intensive programs, such as the ESDM, modified by incorporating various forms of AAC, would help build evidence for effective intervention for children with variable skill profiles and learning needs.

In this way, AAC, when integrated with established interventions, which start early, could provide more socially valid outcomes than have been demonstrated to date for children with autism.

Conclusion
Extensive research across the fields of AAC and autism provides a strong evidence base to inform decisions about how and when to intervene to ensure optimal communication support for children with autism. Yet this evidence base lacks the detail needed to determine the potential for successful outcomes for children with the most significant learning needs, including those who are minimally verbal, following even those interventions with the strongest empirical support. A tendency to ignore the role of AAC or relegate it to a last-resort strategy for children who fail to show progress may be a response by autism researchers to an apparent narrow focus of AAC research. Achieving meaningful changes in the developmental trajectories of children with autism requires comprehensive and intensive approaches that have been based on a solid research foundation. AAC has a role in such approaches, but future research that broadens the lens beyond immediate communication targets, while also addressing the learning needs of children with the most severe and complex disabilities is required to converge research across autism and AAC fields.
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